
New Books from Greenwbfid
for the Economic Historian^

PATERNALISM AND PROTEST:
Southern Cotton Mill Workers
and Organized Labor, 1875-1905
by Melton A. McLaurin
University of South Alabama

$11.00

BUSINESS AND POLITICS IN
AMERICA FROM THE AGE OF
JACKSON TO THE CIVIL WAR:
The Career Biography of
W. W. Corcoran

by Henry Cohen, Loyola
University, Chicago

8 $13.50

THE DECLINE AND
ABOLITION OF NEGRO
SLAVERY IN VENEZUELA,
1820-1854
by John V. Lombardi
Indiana University - f . ...

TRANSPORTATION TO THE
SEABOARD:The
"Communication Revolution"
and American Foreign Policy,
1860-1900

by Howard B. Schonberger
Hampton Institute cm en

$10.50

HORACE WHITE,
NINETEENTH CENTURY
LIBERAL
by Joseph Logsdon
Lehigh University

$13.50

LABOR ORGANIZATIONS IN
THE UNITED STATES AND
MEXICO: A History o£ Their
Relations
6y Harvey A. Levenstein
Teachers College
Columbia University $10.00

This study offers evidence to refute the entrenched
view that Southern mill operatives rejected the
overtures of organized labor and shows how man-,
agement's shrewd use of social, economic, and
political pressures ended serious organizational ef-
forts in the South until World War 1.
(Contributions in Economics and Economic
History, No. 3)

The complex combination of factors that shaped
the financial and political policies of the U.S.dur-
ing the 1840s and 1850s are shown to be inex-
tricably entwined with the activities of the entre-
preneur, W. W. Corcoran, whose intricate web of
business-government relationships thrust him into a
dominant position of national power and influence.

(Contributions in Economics and Economic
History, No. 4)

A case study of the operation and demise of slavery
in a country not dominated by the institution, with
special attention given to the place of the slave in
the national economy and his role in Venezuelan
society.

(Contributions in A fro-American and
African Studies, No. 7)

Departing from the usual considerations of domes-
tic politics or the growth of the economy, this book
puts into historical perspective America's post-
Civil War struggle for world power, with full docu-
mentation, of the dynamic interrelation of trans-
portation, foreign trade, and the emergence of
U. S. influence throughout the world.
(Contributions in American History, No. 8)

Through the careerof Horace White, a prominent
Republican and editor-in-chief of the Chicago
Tribune, this book reassesses both: the rise and fall
of radical republicanism and the causes for dis-
illusionment among nineteenth-century laissez-faire
intellectuals.
(Contributions in American History, No. -10)

The first thorough treatment of the relationship
that developed between Mexican and United States
labor organizations from the rise of the Mexican
trade union movement in 1907 to the present.
(Contributions in American History, No. 13}

GREENWOOD PUBLISHING COMPANY
51 Riverside Avenue, Westport, Connecticut 06880
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THE IMPACT OF LABOUR 1920-1924
The Beginning of Modern British Politics

MAURICE COWLING
A study of British politics and politicians in the early 1920's
when the Conservative Party made three long-term decisions:
to remove Lloyd George from office, to take up the role of
"defender of the social order," and to make Labour the chief
party of opposition.

Mr Cowling concentrates on "the high politics of die
politicians who mattered," and examines all three major political
parties in detail. $17.50

THE RISE OF FREE TRADE
IMPERIALISM
BERNARD SEMMEL
professor Semmel uncovers certain intellectual origins of the
imperialism of the classic period, the sources from which later
theories of imperialism were constructed, and describes the ideol-
ogy that was behind the dismantling of the old colonial system
and the creation of the Victorian Pax Britannica. He regards
the 1750-1850 period as one in which the foundations of a
new imperialism were formulated. $11.50

RURAL ECONOMY AND SOCIETY
IN THE DUCHY OF
CORNWALL 1300-1500
JOHN HATCHER
This account is based on a full and hitherto neglected series
of records for the manorial estates of the Duchy of Cornwall.
They describe many aspects of the regional economy, in particu-
lar tin mining, fisheries, port development, and towns and local
industry. Dr Hatcher draws extensively on these records to
illustrate changes in the agrarian economy and rural society.

$16.00

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS
32 East 57th Street, New York, N.Y. 10022
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Cambridge Latin American Studies

AN ECONOMIC HISTORY OF
COLOMBIA 1845-1930
WILLIAM PAUL McGREEVEY
Between 1850 and 1930 several countries in Latin America
became increasingly dependent on foreign trade. Professor
McGreevey examines internal change and external impacts on
the economy of Colombia during die period, paying particular
attention to the influence of trade on the economic welfare of
merchants, artisans and coffee cultivators. He shows why Colom-
bia remains one of the less developed countries.

$10.95

MINERS AND MERCHANTS IN
BOURBON MEXICO 1763-1810
D. A. BRADING
A. detailed analysis of the political and economic development
of Mexico during the period of the silver mining boom, the
chief success of Jose de Galvez's policy of reform.

Professor Brading examines the structure of commerce
and silver production and the role of Spanish immigration,
discusses the families and fortunes created in the export
economy, and studies Mexico's principal mining town, Guana-
juato. 116.50

POLITICS AND TRADE IN
SOUTHERN MEXICO 1750-1821
BRIAN R. HAMNETT
The relationship between the Spanish government and the trade
and politics of soudiern Mexico (in particular the province of
Oaxaca) during the colonial period is examined in this work.

Professor Hamnett traces the efforts of the Spanish Crown
and the episcopal authorities to secure observation of the laws
of the Indies, and discusses the effects of the eighteenth-century
Bourbon reforms and of the Mexican Independence movement
of 1810-1821. $12.50

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS
32 East 57th Street, New York, N.Y. 10022
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MONEY AND MONETARY POLICY
IN COMMUNIST CHINA
KATHARINE HUANG HSIAO. This work is the first comprehensive study
of monetary economics in Communist China. Based on source materials published
in the Chinese mainland, the book examines the role and structure of money
and banking, the nature of monetary policy, and how well the monetary mecha-
nism has helped to control the inflation generated by a rapid rate of economic
development.

Studies of the East Asian Institute, Columbia University $12.50

ENTERPRISE DENIED:
Origins of the Decline of the American Railroads, 1897-1917

ALBRO MARTIN. A sympathetic yet uncompromising revision of traditional
ideas about the triumph of Progressive reform as applied to the railroads. This
volume chronicles a tragedy for the American people whose hopes for the
superb transportation system which an advanced technology and an amazingly
vital railroad management stood fully ready to realize in 1906 were permanently
blighted by the total failure of government regulation.

Winner of the first annual Columbia University Prize in Economic History in
Honor of Allan Nevins. $10.95

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY PRESS
Address for orders: 135 So. Broadway, Irvington, N.Y. 10533

In Canada: McGill-Queen's University Press, 3458 Redpath St.,

_

A Selection
of Essays

Jjy FRITZ

At your bookseller

Harper & Row

"In the academic world Fritz Redlich
belongs among those rare scholars whose
work has influenced intellectual life on
more than one continent. He has not
oniy made significant contributions to
the historiography of economics and
business life in the Old World, of which
he himself is a product: he has also
given us the finest study of the history
of banking in the United States that we
possess. The essays in this book . . . will
be especially rewarding to those who,
like Fritz Redlich, are essentially inter-
ested in intellectual history, in the kernal
o f i d e a s u n d e r iy m g the structure of
events."—STUART BRUCHEY

TB/1637 $3.45
Cloth TLE/61 $9.00

1817 Paperback Dept. 128,49 E. 33d St., New York, N.Y. 10016
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r
Economic Change
in Thailand, 1850-1970

James C. Ingram. This new edition of a work first pub-
lished in 1955 contains two new chapters on the extensive
developments of the past two decades. It remains the only
comprehensive account in any language of the economic
history of Thailand during the century following its
emergence from isolation.

The Prussian Bureaucracy
in Crisis, 1840-1860

ORIGINS OF AN ADMINISTRATIVE ETHOS. John R. Gillis.
Prussian civil service has long been considered the proto-
type of all modern governmental bureaucracies. This
book concerns the impact of the Revolution of 1848-49
on the evolution of civil service in Germany and upon
the bureaucracy as a social group. $8.75

Petroleum and the
Nigerian Economy

Scott R. Pearson. The author discusses the international
petroleum industry in Nigeria, analyzes the effects of
private foreign investment on less developed countries,
and considers the political implications of petroleum in
Nigeria and the future of the Nigerian economy. $8.75

Stanford University Press
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The New Economics
and the Old Economists

/. Ronnie Davis

Voicing a new point of view in the "Keynes versus the
Classics" debate, Davis shows that leading U.S. economists
did not prescribe for the Depression of the thirties what has
come to be understood as. the "classical" depression policy—
the reduction of money wages. They instead took the typically
Keynesian position that aggregate demand had to be increased,
preferably through public expenditures financed by bond issues.

Davis provides a historically documented account of the
policy prescriptions advanced by leading U.S. economists dur-
ing the late 1920s and early 1930s, prior to the publication of
Keynes's General Theory. Out of the historical evidence emerges
a new image Jiot only of the old economists but also of the
place of the general theory in the evolution of the fiscal policy
paradigm now identified with the new economics.

September, 150 pages, #1165, $5.95

Iowa State University Press
128 Press, Ames, Iowa 50010

BACK ISSUES WANTED
The Economic History Association will pay $3.00 a copy for

the following back issues:

March 1970

September 1970

March 1968

June 1968

September 1968

Send to Herman E. Krooss,
100 Trinity Place, New York, New York 10006
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from HARPER & ROW
American Economic Growth

An Economist's History of the United States

By LANCE E. DAVIS. California Institute of Technology;
RICHARD A. EASTERLIN, University of Pennsylvania;

WILLIAM N. PARKER, Yale University;
DOROTHY S. BRADY, University of Pennsylvania;

ALBERT FISHLOW, University of California, Berkeley;
ROBERT E. GALI.MAN, University of North Carolina;

STANLEY LEBERCOTT, Wesleyan University;
ROBERT E. LIPSEY, National Bureau of Economic Research;

DOUGLASS C. NORTH, University of Washington;
NATHAN ROSENBERG, University of Wisconsin;

EUGENE SMOLENSKY, University of Wisconsin; and
PETER TEMIN, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

An integrated and comprehensive study of aspects of American economic history
by twelve recognized authorities in the field. Insights ami arguments drawn from
the authors' own quantitative research and that of others are combined with
much of the standard literature on institutional and narrative history. Each
author treats one or two of the important aspects of American economic devel-
opment since the Revolution, delineating significant features and, when possible,
bringing interpretations up to the present day. January. 1972. Tentative: 896 pp.;
$12.95.

The Reinterprctation of
American Economic History
Edited by ROBERT W, KOGEL,
University of Chicago and
University of Rochester, and
STANLEY L. ENCERMAN,
University of Rochester

In thii unique supplementary reader, the
bailie analytical tools introduced in principles
and intermediate theory courses are set forth
and applied ID concrete aspects of the devel-
opment of the American eronomy (e.g.. the
elementary Keynesian model of national in-
come determination to the New Deal fiscal
policies). Foreword by Daniel J. Boorstin.
Editors' introduction to each part. 1971. 491
pp.; 112.95.

European Economic History
Tenth Century lo the Present

By ELIAS H. Tl'MA.
University of California, Davis

A well-documented analysis covering all of
Furopr, including Hussia, Eastern Europe, and
the Scandinavian countries. Comparison of eco-
nomic change in various countries, including
developments in the western hemisphere, re-
ceives particular attention. Arranged topically
rather than hy countries, the book is also a
provocative evaluation of the scope, method,
and relevance of economic history that inte-
grates new and traditional approaches and in-
corporates much recent atatistical data. 1971.
.184 pp.; 112.95.

w
1817

For more information on these and
our other texts write Dept. 27S(C).

Harper & Row, Publishers, Inc.
49 East 33d Street, Nete York 10016
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THE

ECONOMIC HISTORY

ASSOCIATION

The Economic History Association was organized in 1940. Its

purpose is to encourage research and teaching in the history of

economic activity and of economic thought. It seeks to cooperate

with societies devoted to the study of agricultural, industrial, and

business history. It aims to bring together economists, historians,

statisticians, geographers, and others who find that the story of

economic change throws light on their field of interest or is en-

riched by their contribution. Membership is open to all who are

interested in the history of economic Me in all its phases in the

United States and other countries.

THE JOURNAL OF ECONOMIC HISTORY is published for The Eco-

nomic History Association by the Graduate School of Business Ad-

ministration of New York University. Correspondence concerning

contributions to the JOURNAL should be addressed to the editorial

office: Robert E. Gallman, Editor, Department of Economics,

Carroll Hall, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, North

Carolina 27514. Applications for membership should be addressed

to Herman E. Krooss, Treasurer, in care of New York University,

100 Trinity Place, New York, New York 10006.
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